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Abstract— Evaluating keyword search queries over gradable 

XML documents, as against (conceptually) flat markup 

language documents, introduces several new challenges. 

This paper initially tend to analyze properties of the SLCA 

computation and pro-pose improved algorithms to resolve 

the normal keyword search drawback (with solely AND 

semantics). The effective index structures and top-k 

algorithms are achieving a high interactive speed. The 

effective ranking functions are studied increasingly to spot 

the top-k relevant answers using LLISTS. This methodology 

is enforced on real knowledge sets and also take a look at 

results show that this methodology achieves each high 

search potency and result quality. The planned keyword 

searcher-turns the set of smallest trees containing all 

keywords, wherever a tree is selected as “smallest” if it 

contains no tree that conjointly contains all keywords. The 

experimental results shows that XRANK offers each area 

and performance edges compared with existing approaches. 

Key words: SLCA, XRANK, Top-K, LLISTS, keyword 

search 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. XML Data 

XML has been with success utilized in several applications, 

such as that in scientific and business domains, because the 

commonplace format for storing, publication and 

exchanging information. Compared with structured question 

languages, such as XPath and XQuery, keyword search is 

additionally gained quality on XML information because it 

relieves users from understanding the advanced question 

languages. 

B. XML Keyword Search 

KEYWORD search on structured and semi-structured 

information has attracted a lot of analysis interest recently, 

because it allows users to retrieve info while not the 

necessity to be told refined question languages and info 

structure. In general, the a lot of keywords a user’s question 

contains, the simpler the user’s search intention with regards 

to the question may be known. once the given keyword 

question solely contains atiny low range of obscure 

keywords, it might become a awfully difficult drawback to 

derive the user’s search intention owing to the high 

ambiguity of this sort of keyword queries. to handle this, a 

way of providing various keyword question suggestions to 

users are developed supported the context of the given 

keywords within the information to be searched. 

The temporary plan is to 1st map every keyword to 

a collection of attributes (metadata), so construct an 

oversized range of structured question candidates by 

merging the attribute-keyword pairs. They assume that 

every structured question candidate represents a sort of 

search intention, i.e., a question interpretation. However, 

these works don't seem to be straightforward to be applied in 

real application owing to the subsequent 3 limitations: an 

oversized range of structured XML queries could also be 

generated and evaluated; there's no guarantee that the 

structured queries to be evaluated will realize matched 

results owing to the structural constraints; the method of 

constructing structured queries has got to admit the data info 

in XML information. to handle the on top of limitations and 

challenges, we tend to initiate a proper study of the 

diversification drawback in XML keyword search, which 

may directly reason the heterogeneous results while not 

retrieving all the relevant candidates. Towards this goal, 

given a keyword question, 1st derive the co-related feature 

terms for every question keyword from XML information 

supported mutual info within the applied mathematics, that 

has been used as a criterion for feature. the choice of our 

feature terms isn't restricted to the labels of XML parts. 

every combination of the feature terms and therefore the 

original question keywords could represent one among 

heterogeneous contexts (also denoted as specific search 

intentions). And then, every derived search intention is 

evaluated by measurement its connexion to the first 

keyword question and therefore the novelty of its created 

results. To expeditiously reason heterogeneous keyword 

search, we tend to propose one baseline rule and 2 improved 

algorithms supported the discovered properties of 

heterogeneous keyword search results. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. User 

KEYWORD search enables users to retrieve information 

without the need to learn sophisticated query languages and 

database structure. Compared with keyword search methods 

in  information retrieval (IR) that prefer to find a list of 

relevant documents, keyword search approaches in 

structured and semi structured data (denoted as DB and IR) 

concentrate more on specific information contents, 

fragments rooted at the smallest lowest common ancestor 

(SLCA) nodes of a given keyword query in XML. Given a 

keyword query, a node v is regarded as an SLCA if 1. the 

subtree rooted at the node v contains all the keywords, and 

2. there does not exist a descendant node v0 of v such that 

the subtree rooted at contains all the keywords. In other 

words, if a node is an SLCA, then its ancestors will be 

definitely excluded from being SLCAs, by which the 

minimal information content with SLCA semantics can be 

used to represent the specific results in XML keyword 

search. In this paper, we adopt the well-accepted SLCA 

semantics as a result metric of keyword query over XML 

data. 
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B. Diversifying XML keyword search 

In other words, the consideration of novelty allows us to 

incrementally refine the diversified results into more 

specific ones when we incrementally deal with more query 

candidates. As already know the problem is to find top k 

qualified query candidates and their relevant SLCA results. 

To do this, we can compute the absolute score of the search 

intention for each generated query candidate. However, for 

reducing the computational cost, an alternative way is to 

calculate the relative scores of queries. 

C. Extracting feature terms 

We first extract the meaningful text information from the 

entity nodes in XML data. Here, we would like to filter out 

the stop words. And then we produce a set of term-pairs by 

scanning the extracted text. After that, all the generated 

term-pairs will be recorded in the term correlated graph. 

each term-pair to be generated from different entity nodes. 

As such, after the XML data tree is traversed completely, we 

can compute the mutual information score for each term pair 

based on Equation. To reduce the size of correlation graph, 

the term-pairs with their correlation lower than a threshold 

can be filtered out. Based on the offline built graph, we can 

on-the-fly select the top-m distinct terms as its features for 

each given query keyword. 

D. Keywords Search 

We selected some terms based on the following criteria:  a 

selected term should often appear in user-typed keyword 

queries;  a selected term should highlight different semantics 

when it co-occurs with feature terms in different contexts. 

Based on the criteria of selection, we chose some  terms for 

each data set as follows. For DBLP data set, we selected 

“database, query, programming, semantic, structure, 

network, domain, dynamic, parallel”. And we chose 

“brother, gentleman, look, free, king, gender, iron, purpose, 

honest, sense, metals, petty, shakespeare, weak, opposite” 

for XMark data set. addition, we also designed 10 specific 

DBLP keyword queries with clear search intentions as the 

ground truth query set. And then, we modified the clear 

keyword queries into vague queries by masking some 

keywords, e.g., “query optimization parallel database”, 

“query language database” and “dynamic programming 

networks”. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Obviously, a system supporting more query semantics will 

facilitate users to find interesting results, since any query 

semantics cannot work well in all situations. However, each 

of existing algorithms focuses on certain query semantics. 

Simply implementing them to support all query semantics 

will result in big index size and make it unsalable 

.Therefore, if we take each inverted list as a set of 

components, then the key problem of processing Q is how to 

find fewer results from m much larger sets of components 

by visiting components as few as possible. Existing methods 

on LCA/ELCA/SLCA computation s, the common problems 

that result in their redundancy are the CAR and VUN 

problems. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To overcome the sparsity problem of CF-based models, 

many researchers have proposed to integrate auxiliary 

information into the model training and prediction 

procedures. Some methods utilize the item content 

(attributes) to facilitate the CF training. One representative 

of these methods is collaborative topic regression (CTR) 

which jointly models the user-item feedback matrix and the 

item content information (texts of articles). CTR seamlessly 

incorporates topic modeling with CF to improve the 

performance and interpretability. Collaborative topic 

regression  is proposed to recommend documents (papers) to 

users by seamlessly integrating both feedback matrix and 

item (document) content information into the same model, 

which can address the problems faced by MF based CF We 

propose two algorithms that are based on either traditional 

inverted lists or our newly proposed LLists to improve the 

overall performance. We further propose several algorithms 

that are based on hash search to simplify the operation of 

finding CA nodes from all involved LLists. 

V. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

 
Fig. 1: 

VI. ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION 

A. Hash search 

Hash based mostly looking out rule indicate every array 

parts with a specific index price and hash that index price 

with the operate within the variety of M mod N (M is that 

the index price and N is that the user outlined number). 

Hash based mostly looking out rule isn't depends upon the 

order or unordered list. then map the hash price with the 

index price then outline the actual address to the weather. 

then outline the address to any or all price to the actual 

price. so this will increase the looking out speed of the rule 

the quality of the hash base looking out technique is a 

smaller amount then Log (N). 

B. Algorithm steps 

Algorithm /*Give an Array A (0, N) of number of 

elements*/  
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Step1:- Index Array from 0 to N-1 or 1 to N /* Defined by 

user*/  

Step2:- Define a Hash function in the form of M mod N /* 

M- index number and N- User defined value*/ Step3:- 

Calculate a Hash value from 0 to N-1. 

 Step4:- Map the Hash value with the Index value. 

/*Mapping is done through row & column manner*/ 

 Step5:-Address each array elements to the Index and Hash 

value. 

 Step6:- Give a particular address to each elements of an 

Array.  

Step7:- Search an element with the particular address. 

Step8:- End of Algorithm. 

C. CTR 

Collaborative topic regression (CTR) represents users with 

topic interests and assumes that documents ar generated by a 

subject model. CTR to boot includes a latent variable j that 

offsets the subject proportions θj once modeling the user 

ratings. As additional users rate articles, we've an improved 

plan of what this offset is. This offset variable will make a 

case for, as an example, that article A is additional 

fascinating to machine learning researchers than it's to social 

network analysis researchers. a lot of|what proportion|what 

quantity} of the prediction depends on content and the way 

much it depends on alternative users depends on what 

percentage users have rated the article. 

The generative process for CTR is formulated as follows:  

1) For each user i, draw user latent vector ui ∼ N (0, λ−1 u 

IK) 

2) For each item j, 

Draw topic proportions θj ∼ Dirichlet(α)  

a) Draw item latent offset j ∼ N (0, λ−1 v IK) and the 

item latent vector as vj = j + θj 

b) For each word wjn, 

1) Draw topic assignment zjn ∼ Mult(θj ) 

2) Draw word wjn ∼ Mult(βzjn ) 

3) For each user-item pair (i, j), draw the rating 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Considering that the key factors leading to the unskillfulness 

for existing XML keyword search algorithms square 

measure the automotive and VUN issues, we tend to 

planned a generictop-down process strategy that visits all 

CA nodes just once, therefore avoids the automotive 

drawback. The satisfiability of a node v w.r.t. the given 

linguistics is determined by v’s kid nodes, supported that 

our ways avoid the VUN drawback. Another salient feature 

is that the  approach is freelance of question linguistics.   

One of our future work is learning disk-based index 

to facilitate XML keyword question process once the scale 

of indexes becomes large to be fully loaded into memory. 
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